Regional Recreation Corporation of Wood Buffalo (“RRC”)
Fort McMurray, Alberta
Request for Proposal (“RFP”)
For
LED Retrofit
RFP # 2019-01-29-LED-Retrofit
ADDENDUM 2

Responses from the Regional Recreation Corporation of Wood Buffalo (in red font) to the following
questions received in relation to the aforementioned Request for Proposal are reflected in this Addendum.

1. Can we get some info about the High-bay lights they already have in use, what is the
brand name?
1 A. We have 6 x 42 watts, 347 volts high bay.
2. Are we changing out exit signs and EM lights to LED? Most exits will already be LED, but
the remote heads and exit mounted lights are probably not?
2 A. Not at this time.
3. Are we changing out the lights above the soccer field and field houses, there are no
drawings for those lights?
3 A. Yes they should be included in the scope, see appendix F and G.
4. Is the RRC open to some lamp replacements, mixed with fixture replacements, for lights
not on very often (mechanical rooms, basements, back of house stuff) this could end up
being cheaper as replacement LED lamps only last about half as long as lamps in full LED
fixtures?
4 A. Mechanical rooms and storage rooms are excluded from this project.
5. Are we changing lighting in the change rooms on the main floor across from the curling
rink? No drawings are included for those?
5 A. Yes

6. Are we changing out lighting for the Leisure Ice dressing rooms? They are shaded out
and hard to read, but no note stating why, I know the leisure ice itself is not included in
this project (Drawing #E-203 Tile 3)?
6 A. Not at this time.
7. As well, we are interested in getting access to the following areas to ensure the quote
reflects the current lighting arrangement.
In order to match what they have in some areas (waterproof/resistant, hanging from
chains, type of lenses, etc.)
Stairwells;
Basement area around the pool (Drawing #E-200 Tile 6); Not necessary
The stands above the pool (drawing #E-214 Tile 6); Not necessary
Ceiling mounted lights on the pool deck just east of the pool (drawing #E-206 Tile 6);
Not necessary
Wall lights around ice rinks and curling rink;
Dressing rooms (just need one for hockey rooms and pool change rooms);
Zamboni room and associated mechanical rooms (drawing #E-202 Tile 2); Not necessary
Main fitness room lighting;
Lighting above main ice (drawing #E-212 Tile 4);
Lights above running track;
Bathroom lighting (just need to see an example of one or two bathrooms)?
7 A. If you require a site visit please email RFP.Support@rrcwb.ca to setup a time.
8. Is the Mini Ice surface (1516) shown in Appendix C part of the Curling rink lighting and
therefore excluded from the scope?
8 A. It is excluded from the scope.
9. Can Lighting layout, type and Schedule of Luminaires be provided for Concession/
Storage 1208/1209, 1206/1207, and 1204/1205 of appendix C? Confirm if they are not
in scope?
9 A. These storage rooms can be excluded.
10. Is the Track area in level 3 excluded from this scope?
10 A. Yes, the track is included in the scope.

11. Can Lighting layout, type and schedule of Luminaires be provided for Rooms 1634 and
1635 of appendix E? Confirm if they are not in scope can they be left out of scope?
11 A. They are not in scope.
12. Can you send the lighting plan for Tile 1 which was not included in the package?
12 A. See Appendix J – Tile 1.
13. Could you also provide the existing lighting schedule from E-400?
13 A. See Appendix H and Appendix I.
14. Is the basement lighting below pool on drawing E-200 to be included?
14 A. No relamp required in the pool basement.
15. Witch kind of luminaires will be requested for the LED light project?
15 A. Will be match esthetically to the facility.
16. Can you provide the fixture Schedule for the currently installed fixtures for recently
added Appendix C, D and E?
16 A. See Appendix I.
17. Can you please provide missing E-201 MAIN FLOOR LIGHTING PLAN TILE 1 from as built
set MacDonald Island Redevelopment Project as it is missing from Appendix C, or
Confirm this Drawing is not relevant to this RFP?
17 A. If you require a site visit please email RFP.Support@rrcwb.ca to setup a time.

